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The Nagy-Foias lifting theorem, viewed as an extension property of forms 
invariant under a l-parameter unitary group, is generalized to the case of two such 
groups, which commute either in the ordinary or in the Weyl sense. For the spaces 
L2(T2) and its quantized analogues-P’*(L2(R)) and L2(H), where H is the dual 
of the Heisenberg group-a generalized Bochner theorem (GBT) is also given, 
providing integral representation of the forms. In particular, corresponding versions 
of the Nehari theorem are obtained. An abstract analogue of the double Hilbert 
transform is introduced, and the GBT gives characterizations of the weights for 
which this operator is continuous. In the case of the torus, this includes charac- 
terizations of pairs of weights for the double Hilbert transform. 0 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
In previous work we introduced a notion of bounded invariant forms in 
scattering systems, proved a lifting theorem for these forms, and studied its 
relations with the Hilbert transform and the classical theorems of 
Nagy-Foias and Nehari. 
Here we give a 2-parameter version of the lifting theorem in scattering 
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systems with two evolution groups, and derive from it weighted norm 
inequalities for the double Hilbert transform and a bidimensional version 
of the Nehari theorem, as well as their quantized analogues in the symplec- 
tic plane and in the Heisenberg group. 
This is done by introducing a notion of Hilbert transform projector 
associated to a scattering system, which is an abstract generalization of the 
Hilbert transform in product spaces. The 2-parameter lifting theorem can 
thus be viewed as an abstract continuity property for the product Hilbert 
transform. 
The applications of the lifting theorem are obtained by complementing it 
with generalized Bochner theorems (GBTs) for the different cases, giving 
integral representations for the lifted forms. 
Those integral representations are in terms of measures in the case of the 
torus or the plane, or in terms of the quantized analogues of measures, i.e., 
states or nuclear or bounded operators, in the cases of the symplectic plane 
and of the Heisenberg group. They provide the characterization of pairs of 
measures for which the double Hilbert transform is L2-continuous in the 
torus, as well as corresponding results on the continuity of the projectors 
defined in the space Y*(L’( R)), of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, or in L’(n)), 
fi the dual of the Heisenberg group. 
Observe that in the non-commutative settings the projectors are defined 
in LZ’~(L*(R)) and L*(U?l), and not in L*(R’) and L*(W), as the usual multi- 
plier operators considered by other authors. This difference is in the very 
nature of our approach, that links the lifting theorem to the Hilbert trans- 
form through a Bochner representation of forms. In fact, in a non-com- 
mutative group, such integral representations are given through measures 
in the dual group. 
In Section 1 the notions of algebraic scattering systems and of their 
associated Hilbert transform projectors are given, as well as the examples, 
later developed in the paper. 
Section 2 is devoted to the 2-parameter lifting theorems and the 
2-parameter version of the Nagy-Foias theorem, given in Corollary 1. 
In Section 3 we discuss the supplementary hypotheses on the forms, 
under which the necessary condition in the 2-parameter lifting theorem is 
also sufficient. 
The notion and basic properties of the analytic forms, that play an essen- 
tial role in our method, are given in Section 4. 
Bidimensional versions of the GBT and of the Nehari theorem are given 
for the Fourier transform in Section 5 and for the Weyl transform in 
Section 6, in view of the applications in the last three sections. 
Section 7 deals with the two-weights L*-norm inequalities for the double 
Hilbert transform in the torus. The Helson-Szegii theorem in T* is 
obtained as a corollary of these more general results. 
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Sections 8 and 9 contain the quantization of the weighted inequalities for 
the symplectic plane and for the Heisenberg group, respectively. 
We are happy to thank E. M. Stein, N. Wallach, and F. du Cloux for 
several useful conversations. We especially acknowledge the help of 
Professor Wallach, who kindly provided answers to some questions, that 
proved essential to the writing of Section 6. G. B. Folland graciously gave 
us a preprint of his new book [ 111. The research of this paper was done 
while we enjoyed the hospitality and support of the Mathematical Sciences 
Research Institute, which are gratefully appreciated. 
1. ALGEBRAIC SCATTERING SYSTEMS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED HILBERT 
TRANSFORM PROJECTORS 
The Lax-Philips theory considers scattering systems defined in a Hilbert 
space, with outgoing and incoming spaces given by closed subspaces of it, 
and evolutions given by l-parameter groups of unitary operators. Since 
classical mechanics deals with groups of linear isomorphisms in general 
vector spaces, algebraic scattering systems are natural to be considered. 
We say that [V; W,, W2; z] is a discrete l-parameter (algebraic) scatter- 
ing system (a.s.s.) if V is a vector space, W, and W, are subspaces of V, 
T: V + V is a linear isomorphism, and the discrete group {r”: n E Z} 
satisfies 
VW1 c w,, T-~W~C W,, Vna0. (1.1) 
The subspaces W, and W, are called the outgoing and incoming spaces of 
the scattering system. 
Similarly, [V; W,, W,; z,, t E R] is a continuous l-parameter U.S.S. if 
{r, : t E R} is a continuous group of linear isomorphisms of V, satisfying 
Z,WlC w,, z-,w2c w,, Vt>O. (l.la) 
A system [V; W,, W,; z, o] is a discrete 2-parameter a.s.s. if both 
[V; W, , W, ; r] and [ V; W, , W, ; a] are l-parameter a.s.s. and there is a 
fixed a E R, for which 
(sa)(f) = e’a(a~)(fh VfEv. (1.2) 
A continuous 2-parameter a.s.s. is similarly defined, given two continuous 
groups {t,: t E W} and (u,: t E Iw} and a fixed function a: Iw2 + IR, for which 
(eta,) = eia(ssr)(~s~t)(f), VfEv. (1.2a) 
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The case when CI(S, t) = hst, for a given constant h, will be of special 
interest. 
If I’ is a topological vector space then the functions t H z,(f) and 
t H o,(f) are required to be continuous for every fe V. 
Observe that the l-parameter a.s.s. can be considered as a special 
2-parameter a.s.s. in which cr (or a,) is the identity operator in I’. 
In the following examples [V, W,, W, ; z] and [V; WI, Wz; t, a] are 
a.s.s.. in the sense above. 
EXAMPLE I (One-Dimensional Trigonometric Example). Let e,(t) = 
exp(int), identify each finite sequence a: Z + @ with the trigonometric 
polynomial defined in U by f(t) = C a,e,(t), f-a, and set I/= the set 
of trigonometric polynomials z (a: Z -+ @, finite}, WI = (fE V: f N a, 
suppacZ+} g {a:Z -+C, finite, suppacZ+}, W,= {f E V:f N a, 
suppucZ~}~{u:H + C, finite, supp a c Z }, t: f(t) H e”f( t). 
EXAMPLE Ia. Let V= L’(R), W, = {f~ V:p(x) =0 for XC 0}, W, = 
{fE P-g(x)=0 f or x > 0}, p= Fourier transform off, z,: f (x) --f errxf (x), 
tER. 
EXAMPLE II (Bidimensional Trigonometric Example). Let V= the set 
of trigonometric polynomials in U*, f(s, t) = C u,,e,(s) e,(t) g {u: Z* -+ a=, 
finite}, A = {(m, n) E Z2: m>O, naO), W,=(f~l’:f~u, suppucd}, 
II’*= {f E V:f -a, suppu~A’}, G: f(s, t)He”f(s, t), z: f(s, t)welff(s, t). 
EXAMPLE IIa. Let V, W,, z, and r~, as in Example II, and let 
w,={fEV:fwl, suppuc {(m,n): yn<O>}. 
EXAMPLE IIb. Let V, W,, r, and C, as in Example II, and, for fixed 
m,>O, n,>O, let W,= {f E V: f -a, suppuc {(m,n), m>m,, n>n,}}. 
EXAMPLE III. Let V=L2(R2), A={(x,~)EIT%~:x~O, JI>O}, IV,= 
{fd’:suppfcA}, W,={f~v: supp f c A’}. If, for each (x, y)~ R2, 
@(x, y) is the unitary operator acting in L2(R) given by 
@(x7 y) d(5) = exp(2niy5 + 7cixy) 4(< + x), v(d E P(W) (1.3) 
and, forfEL2(iR2), @(f)=jrf(x,y)@(-x, -y)dxa”, then f++@(f) is 
the so-called Weyl transform, mapping isometrically L*(lR*) onto 
9’*(~5*(W)), the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators acting on L*(R). Thus, 
in analogy with Examples I and II, we can identify V with ~*(L’(lR)), W, 
with {@(f)EV: suppfcd}, and W, with {@(f)EK suppfcd’}. 
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Defining, for each s, t E R, and for each A E S’(L*(R)), a,A = @(s, O)A, 
z,A = @(O, t)A, the equation 
@(x, y) @(xl, y’) = exp(rci(xy’ - x’y)) @(x + x’, y + y’) (1.3a) 
shows that the conditions of a 2-parameter a.s.s. are satisfied for the 
system, [V, IV,, W,; rl, (TV, TV R]. In this case, 
osz, = @(s, 0) @(O, t) = PW(0, t) @(s, 0) = ernstTtcr,. 
The a.s.s. of Example Ia is a Lax-Phillips scattering system, i.e., V is a 
Hilbert space, W, and W, are closed subspaces, the r, are unitary 
operators, 
n z, W, = (01 = n z, w,, 
f f 
and W, I W,. In the Lax-Phillips theory the case when the orthogonal 
complement of W, @ W, is “large” is of special interest, while in Example 
Ia the opposite, WI 0 W, = V, holds (cf. [ 171). 
The interest of the scattering systems verifying, as those in Examples I, 
Ia, II, and III, the condition V= W, + W,, is that they have a canonically 
associated Hilbert transform projector, defined as follows. 
If [V; W,, W,; r, a] is an a.s.s. satisfying W, + W, = V, define P: V+ V, 
the Hilbert transform projector associated with the system, as the projector, 
P2 = P, having W, as its range and W, as its kernel. 
In Examples I and Ia, P is given by the multiplier 1 (,,, oo) ; i.e., 
(Pf)A = 1 (0, co,f, and is the analytic projector associated to the classical 
Hilbert transform H. In Example II, P is given by the multiplier 1, ; i.e., 
(Pf)& = ldf, and is the analytic projector associated with the double 
Hilbert transform, f(x, y) H H, H.,, f (x, y). The projector P in Example III 
is the analogue of that of Example II, when the ordinary Fourier transform 
is replaced by the Weyl transform. A closely related projector for the 
Heisenberg group will be considered in Section 9. 
Here we shall study the continuity of P with respect to hilbertian semi- 
norms, defined in V and invariant with respect to r and Q, first in the 
abstract setting. For Example I, this was done in previous papers (cf. [6] 
for references). Examples II and III will be treated in Sections 7 and 8, 
respectively. 
In the context of Examples I and II, invariant hilbertian seminorms are 
defined by positive measures p, in U or T*, by 11 f )I p = (f 1 f) * dp)‘12, f E V. 
The corresponding scalar product is a sesquilinear form B: Vx V-+ C, 
B( f, g) = 5 fs dp, which is positive, as well as invariant with respect to z, 
or to z and 0. Conversely, any such form is given by a positive measure, 
in such a way. 
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The hilbertian seminorms p acting in an arbitrary vector space V are 
in l-l correspondence p-B with the positive sesquilinear forms 
B: Vx V+ C, B(f, f) 2 0, V~-E I’, through p(f) = B(f, f)“‘. Thus, to study 
the continuity of P with respect to p, we want to characterize the positive 
sesquilinear forms B, which are invariant with respect to T and (T, i.e., 
Bkf, w) = BLf, g) = B(d-, a), K gg v (1.4) 
and such that 
WY-, 07 G c’B(f, fh VfE v. (1.5) 
Settingf,=PfEW, andf,=(l-P)fE W,, B,=(l-c-*)B, B,=B, (1.5) 
can be rewritten as 
B,(f,,f,)+B,(f,,f,)+B(f,,f,)+B(f,,f,)~O, u-i, f2) E WI x w*. 
(1.5a) 
Replacing the pair (f,, f2) by (A&, A,f,), A,, A2 E C, (1.5a) expresses the 
positivity of a quadratic form in 1, and A2, which is equivalent to the 
positivity of its determinant, i.e., 
IB(f,,f,)12~B,(f,,f,)B2(f2,f,), Vi 3 f2) E W, x W2. (1.5b) 
This leads to the following general formulation. 
Given two subsets, W’ and IV”, of V, a sesquilinear form B: Vx V + C 
is bounded with respect to two hilbertian seminorms, pi N B, and p2 - B,, 
in W’xW”if 
ML g)l < B,(f, f)1’2 &(g, g)“2, V(f, g)E w’x w”. (1.6) 
This will be abbreviated as 
BG(B,, 4) in w’ x W”. (1.6a) 
The expression B< (B,, B,) means that (1.6a) is satisfied for IV’ = IV” = V. 
This notion of boundedness is related to that of positivity in the follow- 
ing sense. If B 2 0, it satisfies the Schwarz inequality, i.e., B < (B, B). Con- 
versely, as remarked for the equivalence of (1.5a) and (1.5b), B < (B, , B2) 
is equivalent to 
J4(f, f-1 + B&v g) + W-, g) + Bk, f) 20, Vf, ge K (1.7) 
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which expresses the positivity of the matrix-valued sesquilinear form 
: v* x v* + dp(C=2). (1.7a) 
Remark that by (1.6) 
((f> g), (f’, g’)> = B((f? g), (f’, g’)) (1.8) 
defines a (possibly degenerate) scalar product in w’ x W”. 
Returning to the problem of the continuity of the projector, P is con- 
tinuous with respect to an invariant positive form B; i.e., (1.5) is satisfied, 
if and only if (1.5b) holds, i.e., B< (B,, B,) in W, x W,, with 
B, = (1 - CC’) B, B2 = B. Since the identity operator is always continuous 
with norm 1, B(f, f) ,< B(f, f), it is easy to see that (1.5) is equivalent also 
to 
B(~I -f2, fi -fi) G c:B(f, +f2, fi +f2), V(fi > f2) E WI x w2 
which can be rewritten, for (c: - 1)/c: = 1 -E, as 
IB(fi,f2)12~(1-~)B(f,,f,)B(f2,fi), w-l~f2)~ WI x w2, 
i.e., 
B< (1 --E)(B, B), with 0~~1. (1.9) 
Thus (1.5) is equivalent to (1.9), which is a strong Schwarz inequality for B. 
In the next sections we shall study the relation B < (B, , B2) in W’ x W”, 
with special emphasis in the case where w’= W,, W” = W,, and 
B, = B2 = J1-E B, for 0 -C E < 1. An argument similar to the one leading 
to (1.5b) proves 
LEMMA 1. For a positive sesquilinear form B: V x V + C and 
W’, W” c V, the following are equivalent: (i) B < (1 - E)(B, B) in W’ x W”; 
(ii) for all (fi,f2)EW’xW”, B(fI,fI)GMB(fI+f2,fI+f2), (M-l)/ 
M=l-6; (iii)for all (fi,f2)e Wx W”, B(f2,f2)GMB(fI+f2,fI+f2), 
(M-1)/M= 1-&. 
In all that follows, a form B satisfying (1.4) is called a Toeplitz form. We 
shall recall in Section 4 that, in the case of Example II, each positive 
Toeplitz form is given by a positive finite measure p, by B( f, g) = j fi dp. 
Furthermore, we shall see that if B < (B,, B2), then each of the forms B, 
B,, B, is similarly given by measures p, pl, p2, satisfying 
IP(E G PI(E) P*(E), V Bore1 set E c T*. 
409’120’2-11 
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A similar representation of forms exists also for Example III, with the 
measures replaced by state operators in L’(R) (see Section 6). In the 
general case of an arbitrary vector space V, such concrete integral represen- 
tations of the forms are not available, and the statements become more 
involved, as in Theorem III in Section 4. 
2. TWO-PARAMETER LIFTING THEOREM 
For one-parameter a.s.s. the following theorem was announced in [3], 
with a sketch of the proof (see also Cl] and [4]). 
THEOREM I [3]. Zf [V; W,, W,; z] is a discrete l-parameter a.s.s. and 
B, B, , B, are Toeplitz forms such that B < (B, , B2) in W, x W,, then there 
exists a Toeplitz form B’ such that B’ < (B, , B2) and B’ = B in W, x W,. 
Proof Assume first that every f E V can be written in the form 
f= r”‘wi =rnw2 for some wi E W,, W*E W,, and m, nEZL. Since 
B< (B,, B,) in W, x W,, the matrix-valued form g, associated with B, B,, 
B, by (1.7a), is positive, and by (1.8), defines a semi-scalar product in 
W, x W,. This gives rise to a Hilbert space, of which W, x W, is a “dense 
subspace.” Then, z is an isometric operator, with domain W, x (7 - ’ W,) 
and range (r W,) x W,. Thus, z can be extended to a unitary operator U in 
a larger Hilbert space, so that U = r in the domain of r, and U- ’ = r PI in 
its range. By the initial assumption, a form B’ can be defined in Vx I/ by 
B'(Yf,, znfz) = ( Um(fi, 0), U”(0, fi)). This definition does not depend on 
the particular representation chosen for the elements in Vx V. In fact, 
if zmfl = Ff;, for fi and f; E W,, m,m’ E Z, then, if m - m’2 0, 
(Urn(fi,O), W0,fz)> = <~"'~m-m'(fi,O), W0,f*)) = wm'(f;,Q 
U”(0, f2)), since (fl, 0) is in the domain of r and U = z there. It is also 
easy to check that B’ is sesquilinear. Setting m = n = 0, B’ = B in W, x W,. 
The bound B’ < (B,, B,) follows from IB’(zmfl, z"f2)j = I( Um(fi, 0), 
U’YO,fd)l G IIUm(fi, O)ll IIWQ fdll = B,(f,, fl)“’ Bz(fz,fz)“’ = 
B,(CA > r’Y-i) ‘I2 B,( znfi, ?fJ ‘12. 
Without the initial assumption, the previous argument ensures the 
existence of a sesquilinear form B”: V’ x V” + @, V’ = V,“= _ 03~mWl, 
V” = V ,“= _ co r” W,, satisfying B”(zf, zg) = B”(f, g) and B”= B in 
W, x W,. The positive forms B, and B, define semi-scalar products in V, 
turning it into two pre-Hilbert spaces, V, and V2, respectively, containing 
V as a dense subspace. Operator r extends to unitary operators z, and r2 
in V, and V,. The form B” extends to P’ x P”, where P’ and p” are the 
closures of v’ and V” in V, , V,. A new form B”: V, x VI -+ @ can be 
defined by B”(f, g)= Bx(xI f, n,g), where x1: V, -+ i?’ and rc2: V, + P” 
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are the corresponding orthogonal projections. It is easily seen that 
B”(z,f, z2 g) = B”(f, g), IB”(f, g)l < B,(f, f)“2 B,(g, g)‘/‘, and 13” = B in 
W, x W,. Thus, it is enough to set, for (f, g) E Vx I’, B’(f, g) = 
B”(f, g). I 
In what follows, B’ = B in W, x W, is called a lifting of B, with respect 
to B,, B,. 
It was already observed (cf. [6] for the different implications) that 
Theorem I is logically equivalent to the Nagy-Foias lifting theorem [20], 
which in turn is equivalent to the theorem of Ando on a pair of commuting 
contractions. It is known that Ando’s theorem does not hold for more than 
two contractions (cf. [19]). Thus, a full extension of Theorem I to multi- 
parameter a.s.s. will not hold in general, although such full extension is 
possible under additional hypothesis on the system. This is shown in the 
following theorem, based on an idea from [S]. 
THEOREM II. Let [V; W1, W,; z, a] be a 2-parameter a.s.s. such that 
one of the subspaces W, or W, is invariant under the group {z”: n E Z} or 
{un: nEZ}, i.e., for j= 1 or 2, 
?W]C Wj or unW,c W,, VnEZ. (2.1) 
If B, B,, B, are three Toeplitz forms satisfying B < (B,, B2) in W, x W2, 
then there exists a Toeplitz form B’: V x V + C such that B’ < (B, , B2) and 
B’=Bin W,x W,. 
Proof: To fix ideas, assume W, to be invariant with respect to 
{u”:nEZ}, anW2C W2, Vn E Z. Considering the a.s.s. as a l-parameter 
system [V, W,, W,; r], Theorem I provides a lifting B” of B that is 
z-invariant and satisfies B” < (B, , B2). Since, for each positive k E Z, 
IB’(akf, akg)l < B,(akf, ~kf)l’~ B,(& akg)1’2 
= B,(f, f )1’2 B,(g, g)“2, (2.2) 
fixing the pair (f, g), the sequence { B”(akf, akg)} is a bounded numerical 
sequence, so that the generalized Banach-Mazur limit (cf. [9, p. 733) of 
this sequence exists, and we can define 
B’(f, g) = kIh,J B”(akf, okg). (2.3) 
It is easy to check that B’ is a sesquilinear form. Since B” = B in W, x W,, 
by the additional hypothesis on W,, for all k>O, 
B”(akf, o”g, = B(akf, akg) = B(f, g) for (f, g)E WI x W2. 
Thus, B’=Bin W,x W,. 
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From the boundedness (2.2), the sesquilinearity of B’ and the properties 
of the Banach-Mazur limit for complex-valued sequences, it follows that 
B’ < (4, B,). 
Finally, since 
B’(of, og) = L\M B”( ok + ‘f, o k + ‘g) = LI,M B”(akf, akg) = B’(f, g), 
B’ is a-invariant. Similarly, 
B’(zf, zg) = L’,M B”(okzf, akzg) = L’kM B”(zakf, zakg) = B’(f, g), 
by the commutativity condition (1.2) and the sesquilinearity and r-invariance 
of B”. Thus, being c and r-invariant, B’ is a Toeplitz lifting of B. 1 
By recalling that the sesquilinear forms B, > 0 and B, > 0 give rise to 
hilbertian seminorms in Y and thus to two Hilbert spaces, V, and V,, 
“generated” by V, it is easy to restate Theorem II as 
COROLLARY 1. Let z1 and crl be unitary operators in the Hilbert space 
V, and similarly for z2 and a1 in Vz. Assume that there is a fixed o! E Iw for 
which z,al =eiaalrl and r2a2=elaaZrZ and let W, c V, and W,c V, be 
subspaces satisfying rI W,C W,, al W,c W,, z;‘W,c W,, a;‘W,c W,, 
anda,“W,cW,,VnEZ,forj=I or2. 
If T,, S, are the compressions of tI, a1 to W, and, respectively, T,, S, 
are the compressions of TV, a2 to W,, then for every contraction T: W, -+ W, 
which intertwines T, and T, as well as S1 and Sz, there exists a contraction 
T’: V, -, V,, which intertwines z1 and t2 as well as aI and a2. Furthermore, 
T is the compression to W, of the restriction of T’ to W,. 
Remark 1. Corollary 1 can be considered as a 2-parameter version of 
the Nagy-Foias lifting theorem, as Theorem II is a 2-parameter version of 
Theorem I. 
In order to formulate Theorem II for general a.s.s., for which the addi- 
tional hypothesis (2.1) is not satisfied, we introduce the four subspaces WY, 
W;, WY, and W;, defined by 
W,“= {f E WI: a"f E W,, VnEZ} 
W,‘= {f E W,: z”f e W,, VnEZ} 
(2.4) 
forj=l or 2. 
In Example II, Wq coincides with the double finite sequences supported 
in the halfplane {(m, n): n < 0}, W; with those supported in the halfplane 
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{(m, n): m < 0}, while WY = W; = (0). Setting W; as the sequences sup- 
ported in {(m, n): m < 0, n > 0}, we have 
and 
w,= w;o w;, with W;c W; (2.5) 
each g E W; is of the form g = o-“fi for some fi E W,, n > 0. (2.5a) 
The same is true of Example III, since their a.s.s. are isomorphic. Systems 
satisfying (2.5) and (2.5a) are of special interest in our study. 
By observing that each of the four a.s.s., [V; W,, WYJ; z, a], 
[V, W,, W;; r, a], [V, WT, W,; T, a], and [V, WI, W,; r, a], satisfies the 
hypothesis (2.1) of Theorem II, we immediately obtain 
THEOREM IIa (cf. [S]). Let [V; W,, W,; z, a] be a 2-parameter a.s.s. 
and assume that Wz and W; are not zero. If B, B,, and Bz are three Toeplitz 
forms satisfying B< (B,, B2) in W, x W,, then there exist two Toeplitz 
forms B’ and B” such that 
B’ G (B,, 4) and B’ = B in W, x Wq, (2.6) 
B" < (B,, 4) and B”=Bin W,x W;. (2.6a) 
Remark 2. Theorem IIa equally holds with W;, W; replaced by WY, 
Wf, or by WY, W; or W;, Wq. 
If the form B’ (respectively, B”) satisfies (2.6) (resp., (2.6a)), we say that 
B’ is a lifting of B in WI x Wz (resp., B” is a lifting of B in W, x W;), with 
respect to B,, BZ. 
Since Theorem I extends to continuous l-parameter a.s.s. (see [3]) and 
the proofs of Theorem II, IIa, and Corollary 1 rely only on it, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Theorems ZZ, ZZa, and Corollary 1 hold with the obvious 
modifications for continuous 2-parameter a.s.s. 
3. DISCUSSION OF THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE ~-PARAMETER LIFTINGS 
The existence, ensured by Theorem I, of a form B’, satisfying both 
B’ < (B, , B2) and B’ = B in WI x W,, obviously implies that B 6 (B, , B2) 
in W, x W,. But the existence of the two forms B’ and B”, in Theorem IIa, 
satisfying (2.6) and (2.6a), only ensures that B< (B,, B2) in W, x W; and 
in W, x W;, but not in the full W, x W,. In other words, Theorem IIa 
gives (2.6) and (2.6a) as necessary conditions for B < (B, , B,) in WI x W,, 
which may not be sufficient. 
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Assuming that the a.s.s. satisfies condition (2.5) and (2.5a), we shall 
single out now three cases where the existence of a lifting B’ of B in 
W, x W;, and of another lifting B” of B in W, x W;, implies that 
B< C(BI, B2) in W, x W,, with a constant C. This new inequality allows 
us to obtain the characterizations given in the following sections. 
The first case is when either B, (or B,) satisfies 
B2(f,f)1’2+B2(g, g)1’2~~B2(f+g,f+g)1’2, (f? g)E w,x w2. (3.1) 
For instance, (3.1) holds with c = fi, in Example II, if 
B,(f, g) = f fi dx dy, since in this case, (f, g) E W, x W, implies that 
the Fourier transforms 1 and 2 have disjoint supports, so that 
j Ifl’+j Igl’=J lf+g12, and then 
(j q2+(j lMy’<Ji(l If+nly2. 
Observe that (3.1) implies, with W2 as in (2.5), (2.5a), 
B,(j-, f)“* + B,(g, g)“* < cB,(f+g, f+g)1’2, 
Yf, g)E(wl+ wx wq. (3.la) 
In fact, this follows from (2.5) and (2.5a), since if (f, g) E W2 x W;, then 
f=a-‘f, g=(rWngl, with (fi, gi)E WI x WI c WI x W,, and the form is 
a-invariant. 
The second case is the one discussed in Lemma 1, where 
8,=B,=~B,0<~~1,~0thatB$(B,,B,)meansB,i(1-~)(B,B). 
The third case is when one of the forms, say B,, satisfies 
&k,, 8,) GcBz(g, +g,, g, +g,), vk,, g,k W;X WT. (3.2) 
By the same argument, similar to the one used to prove that (3.1) implies 
(3.la), one deduces, regardless of the conditions on B, B, , B2, 
LEMMA 2. Zf the U.S.S. [V; W,, W,; T, o] satisfies (2.5) and (2.5a) and 
the Toeplitz forms B, B,, B2 satisfy B 6 (B, , B,) in W, x W,, then 
B<(B,, B,) in (WI+ W;)x Wq too. 
The following corollary will be used in the proof of Nehari’s theorem in 
Sections 5 and 6. 
COROLLARY 3. Zf the a.s.s. satisfies (2.5) and (2.5a), if the positive 
Toeplitz form B, satisfies (3.1) (hence, (3.la)), and if the Toeplitz form B 
has a Toeplitz lifting B’ in WI x Wq and another Toeplitz lifting B” in 
W, x W;, with respect to B, , B,, then B < c(B,, B2) in W, x W,. 
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Proof: If (f,g)EWlxWZ theng=g,+g,, g,EW;, g,EW;, and by 
the hypotheses of boundedness and (3.la), 
IafT g)l G Mf, g,)l + P(L &)I 
G Bl(fY fY’* (B,kl? &)1’2 + B*(g,,, g,)“‘) 
G CBl(fY f)“* B2kl +I?,, g1 +gcT)“* 
= CBl(f, f)1’2 B,(g, gY’*. I 
The following corollary shows that Theorem IIa provides necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the boundedness of the Hilbert transform projec- 
tor, and will be applied in Sections 8 and 9. 
COROLLARY 4. If the a.s.s. satisfies (2.5) and (2.5a) and if the Toeplitz 
forms B, B,, B, are B, = B, = J1-E B, for 0 < E < 1, then the existence of 
liftings of B in W, x Wz and W, x W’, with respect to (B,, B2) implies that 
B < (1 - e’)(B, B) in W, x W,, with E’ = 8’. 
Proof We have to prove that if the Toeplitz form Ba 0 satisfies 
B < (1 - E)(B, B) in W, x Wz and in W, x W;, with 0 -C E c 1, then 
B < (1 - E’)(B, B) in W, x W, for E’ = s*. Given (f, g) E W, x W,, we can 
write g=g,+g,, g,E W;, and g,=a-"f, for some firs W,, n>O. By the 
hypotheses and by Lemma 1 for IV’ = W,, W” = W; c W;, we have 
B(f, f) < MB(f +g,, f + gi). Also by the hypotheses, Lemma 1, and 
Lemma 2, we have B(f +g,,f +gd<MB(f +g,+g,,f +g,+g,)= 
MB(f +g,f +g). Thus, B(f,f)GM*B(f +g,f +gh for f E W,, ge W2, 
and M= l/c. Lemma 1 implies the thesis. 1 
The following corollary will be used in Section 7 in the characterization 
of pairs of measures p, v, for which the double Hilbert transform is 
bounded from L*(p) to L*(v). 
COROLLARY 5. Zf the a.s.s. satisfies (2.5) and (2.5a) and B, satisfies 
(3.2), the existence of liftings of B in W, x Wq and in W, x W;, with respect 
to B,, B,, implies that B<C(B,,B,) in W,x W2,for C=2,,&. 
Proof: By Lemma 1 applied to IV’ = W2, IV” = IV;, (3.2) implies also 
B,(g,, g,)<ck(gi +g,, gl +g,). Given (f, g)e W, x W2 and writing 
g=g, +goe w;+ w;, 
IWf, 811 G IB(fv g,)l + MS, &)I 
GB,(f, f I”* (BAgI, g#‘* +B,(gm g,)“‘) 
G B,(f, f )I’* 2 fi B,(g, +g,, g, +gJ”* 
= 2 fi B,(f, f )“* BAg, g)l’*. I 
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Remark 3. Corollaries 3, 4, and 5 hold for continuous 2-parameter 
systems, as well as when Wq, W; are replaced by WY, W;, or by WY, W;, 
etc. 
Remark 4. In special cases, as those of Examples I and II, parametriza- 
tion formulae describing all the liftings B’ and B” in Theorem IIa can 
be given. The question of parametrization as well as the extension of 
Theorem II to more general subspaces, WI, W,, will be considered 
elsewhere. 
Remark 5. Theorem I was used in [2] to obtain refinements of the 
Paley lacunary inequality which is known to provide a proof of the 
Grothendieck theorem. Similarly, Theorem IIa provides a 2-parameter 
version of the Paley inequality as well as applications to harmonizable 
processes (cf. [ 61). 
4. ANALYTIC FORMS IN SCATTERING SYSTEMS 
If WI and W, are the sets of the analytic and conjugate analytic tri- 
gonometric polynomials, as in Example I, and if the form B(f, g) = s fi dp 
vanishes on W, x W,, then j g d,u = 0 for every g E W, and by a classical 
theorem of F. and M. Riesz, dp = h dr, for h E H’, an analytic function. 
By analogy, for w’, w” c V, we shall say that a form B: Vx V+ @ is 
W’ x W”-analytic if it vanishes in w’ x IV”. With this terminology, 
Theorem IIa can be restated as 
COROLLARY 6. If [ V; W, , W, ; z, o] is a %-parameter a.s.s. and B, B, , 
B, three Toeplitz forms satisfying B < (B, , B2) in W, x W,, then there exists 
a W, x Wz-analytic form Bb and a W, x W;-analytic form B,” such that 
B-B:<@,, BJ and B-Bb’<(B,,B,). (4.1) 
In the special case when B, = B, = J1-E B, 0 < E < 1, we have more 
precise results. 
COROLLARY 7. Let 1 V; W, , W, ; z, a] be a 2-parameter a.s.s., B a 
positive Toeplitz form, and 0 < E c 1. Then 
B,<(l --E)(B, B) in W,x W; (4.2) 
implies that there exists a W, x WT-analytic form B,, satisfying, for all 
f, gc V, 
y(f> g) E&f, f )I” B(g, g)l’* G lB,(f, g)l 
G (2 - E) B(f, f )“* B(g, g)1’2 (4.3) 
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with 
4y(f, g) = 1 + sgn(Mf, 811 - (1 -c/2) B(f, f)“’ Bk gP2). (4.3a) 
Conversely, (4.3) and (4.3a) imply Bd (1 -e/2)(B, B) in WI x WI, so that 
(4.2) and (4.3) are essentially equivalent. Zdem if B< (1 - e)(B, B) in 
WI x W; and B, is W, x W;-analytic. 
COROLLARY 8. Condition (4.2) of Corollary 7 implies 
~B(f,f)~ReB,(f,f)~lB,(f,f)l~(2-~)B(~fb QfEV. (4.4) 
Thus, there is a < n/2 for which larg B,( f, f )I < a, Qf E V, and the three non- 
negative functions, B(f, f), Re B,(f, f), and IB,(f, f)l, are comparable. 
Furthermore, (4.4) is essentially equivalent to 3B,, W, x Wz-analytic, such 
that 
I@-BJ(f,f)l <(I-E) B(f, f), Qf~V,O<E<l. (4.5) 
Proof. If B < (B, , BJ in WI x Wz, then, by Theorem II, applied to W, , 
W;, there exists a W, x W;-analytic form B,, such that B-B, < (B,, B2), 
i.e., 
lB(f,g)-BB,(f, g)12~(1-&)2B(f,f)B(g,g), Qf, ge v. 
Consider the pairs (f, g) such that 
lB(f, g)lG (1 -c/2) B(f, f )1’2 B(g, g)“’ 
so that, for some v], 1~1 = 1, 
(4. la) 
(4.6) 
W, w) = IB(f, 811 = (I- 6’) B(f, f )l” B(g, g)1’2, &I <E 2’ (4.6a) 
Setting j?= B(f, f)“‘B(g, g)“‘, (4.la) and (4.6a) imply 
\(I-e’)B-nB,(f,g)l<(l-eE)b, (4.7) 
which says that nB,(f, g) lies in the circle of center (1 - &‘)/I and radius 
( 1 - &)/I. Thus, since E’ < s/2, 
which gives (4.3), (4.3a), and, as a particular case, also (4.4). 
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Conversely, if (4.3) holds for y(f, g) given by (4.3a), and if 
(f, g) 6 WI x w;> so that B,(f, g) =O, it must be either y(f, g) =O, 
B(f, f) = 0, or B(g, g) =O. Since B>O, B< (1 -&/2)(B, B) in W, x W; 
follows. 
Finally, in order to check that (4.4) implies (4.5) for analytic B, and 
E E (0, l), it is enough to observe that (4.4) says that B,(f, f) is a complex 
number lying in a D-shaped region, and it is elementary to see that this 
D-shaped region can always be included in a circle of center cB(f, f) and 
radius (1 -E) cB(f, f), which gives (4.5). 1 
Combining Corollaries 7 and 4, we get 
THEOREM III. Let [V; W,, W,; z, o] be a 2-parameter ass. satisfying 
(2.5) and (2Sa), B a positive Toeplitz form, and 0 <E < 1. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for B< (1 - E)(B, B) in W, x W, are the existence 
of a W, x Wqanalytic form Bb and of a W, x W;-analytic form Bz, each 
satisfying (4.3), (4.3a). Furthermore, conditions (4.4) for Bb and B,” are 
necessary. 
Remark 6. Corollary 8 says that (4.4) is necessary and sufficient for 
(4.5) (but for multiplicative constants), but not for (4.la). However, if the 
forms B and B, were given by measures, as in, say T2, B(f, g) = s fi du, 
B,(f, g)=Jfidu,, then (4.5) implies (4.la), because it implies that 
I(p -,u.)(E)( < (1 -E) p(E) for all Bore1 sets E, which, in this case, is 
equivalent to (4.la). 
Corollary 8, together with the last Remark, could be used to deduce the 
sufficiency of condition (7.13) in Corollary 17 of Section 7, which there is 
proved directly. 
Instead, Corollary 7 is used in Section 8 for Example III, where the 
forms are given by operators acting in L2(rW) and the equivalence of (4.5) 
and (4.la) cannot be ensured. In that same Section 8, the analytic forms B, 
given by nuclear operators are further described. 
5. GENERALIZED BOCHNER AND NEHARI THEOREMS FOR THE 
FOURIER TRANSFORM 
In this section we give Bochner integral representations of Toeplitz forms 
B, B, , B,, satisfying B < (B, , B,) in W, x W,, in scattering systems where 
V. T, and 0 are as in Example II, and W,, W, are arbitrary subspaces of K 
A version of the Nehari theorem [21] for the torus is given as an 
application of the integral representation. 
Let [V; W,, W,; r, a] be an a.s.s. for which V= the set of trigono- 
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metric polynomials in T2 and z and r~ are the shift operators, 
(rj)(x, y) = elyf(x, y), (crf)(x, y) = elxf(x, y). There is a l-l corre- 
spondence, K- B, between the kernels K: z2 x E2 + C and the sesquilinear 
forms B: Vx I/+@, given by K(h n), Cm’, n’)) = B(emn, emrns), 
e,Jx, y) = e,(x) e,(y) = exp(i(mx + ny)). The form B is Toeplitz if 
and only if the corresponding kernel K is Toeplitz, i.e., 
K((m, n), (m’, n’)) = k(m -m’, n - n’) for some sequence k: z2 + C. There- 
fore, if L: V-t C is the linear form such that L(e,,) = k(m, n), it follows 
that every Toeplitz form B: Vx V’ --f C can be given by B(f, g) = L(fi), for 
some linear L: V+ C. If B is, in addition, positive, then K- B is positive 
definite and, by the Bochner theorem, B(f, g) = L(fg) = j fi dp for some 
positive measure p in T2. 
If p, pi, and p2 are three finite measures in U2, we write p < (pi, p2) if, 
for every Bore1 set EC T2, 
Pl b0, P2>/0, and Ip( < pdEJ1’* 1”2tE)“~, (5.1) 
or, equivalently, if the matrix (!!! ~~~~j) is positive. 
THEOREM IV. Zf [ I’; W, , W, ; z, a] is an a.s.s. where V is the set of tri- 
gonometric polynomials in U2, z and u are the shift operators, and B, B,, and 
B, are three Toeplitz forms B, > 0, B2 2 0, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) BG (B19 B2) 
(b) 3p, pl, ,u2 in U2 such that p < (pl, p2) and Vf, gE V, 
W-> g) = j- .fZ &, B,(f, g)=j&h B2U-3 g) = j- fi &z 
(c) BW .I-) G B,(f, f)“2 B2U-, f)1’2, V-g v. 
Proof (a) * (c) is obvious. 
th;@fe;O. S ince B, and B, are positive and Toeplitz, by the Bochner 
there exist two positive measures ~1~ and p2 with 
Bj(f, g)‘= J fi dpj, j = 1 and 2. By the fact that B is Toeplitz, there exists 
a linear functional L: I’+ @ such that B(f, g) = L(fg). By (c), 
IUlfl’)l <(j If124f)1’2 (j lf12&z)1’2a IlIf1211m, W-c K 
Hence, L is given by a finite measure p, and B(f, g) = 5 fg dp. Condition 
(c) becomes 
~,1~12~~~~(~1~12~~~)“2(,1~12~~~)1’2, VfeV 
which implies p < (,~i, p2). 
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(b)*(a). By hypothesis the matrix (‘?!? P(E) I p2(E)) is positive for every 
Bore1 set E and the forms B, B, , B, are given by p, ,u~, p2. Hence for every 
E and every 1,) A, E C, 
~~~,~~(E)+~IX,~L(E)+~,X,C~(E)+I~X~CL~(E)~O. (5.2) 
Approximating the integrals by the corresponding Riemann sums, it 
follows that, for every f, g E V, 
jJTc1+ jm+ jJm+ jggdlh 
=&(f,f)+B(f, g)+B(g,f)+ B,(g, g)>O 
and, by (1.7), this implies (a). 1 
From this theorem and Theorem IIa follows the Generalized Bochner 
Theorem (GBT) for L*(U*), which we state in two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 9. Zf [V; W,, W,, t, a] is as in Theorem IV and the 
Toeplitz forms B, B,, B, satisfy B < (B,, B2) in W, x W,, then there exist 
four measures ,a’, pLR, pl, and ,a2 in T* such that ,a’< (pI, p2), p” < (pl, p2), 
B,(f, g)=!fgdp,, and BAf, g)=jfgdp,, ‘vf, ge V, while B(f, g)= 
Jfidp’forf s WI, g E W;, and B(f, g)=Jfidp” forf E W,, ge W;. 
Corollary 9 gives the integral representations for the liftings of 
B d (B, , B2) in WI x W,. The following result ensures that the existence of 
such representations is sufficient for this bound to hold. Of course, this was 
not needed in the case of l-parameter systems, where the liftings are 
complete. 
COROLLARY 10. Zf [ V; W, , W2 ; t, o J is the a.s.s. of Example ZZ and the 
Toeplitz forms B, B,, B2 satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 3, 4, or 5, then 
the existence of four measures p’, p(“, p,, and p2 as in Corollary 9 implies 
that B< C(B,, B,) for some constant C> 1. 
Remark 7. While in the classical Bochner theorem and in Theorem IV, 
the measures are uniquely determined by the forms, this is not the case for 
the GBT in Corollaries 9 and 10. 
In the case when B,=B,=(l-E)B, O<s<l, Theorem IV and 
Corollary 8 (see Remark 6) give 
COROLLARY Il. Let [ V; W, , W, ; z, a] be the a.s.s. of Example ZZ and 
B > 0, a Toeplitz form, 0 < E < 1. Condition B < (B, , B2) in W, x Wz is 
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satisfied if and only if there exist finite measures u 2 0 and p, such that 
B(f, g) = 1 fi du, pCla(emn) = 0 whenever n < 0 and 
(5.3) 
A similar result holds for W, x W;. 
From Corollary 9 follows, in particular, 
COROLLARY 9a. Let [V; W,, W,; z, o] be the a.s.s. of Example ZZ and 
u, pI, p2 three finite measures in T2, pI 2 0, p2 2 0. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) ljfg 44 d Cj If I2 dp1)1/2 CJ Id2 d~2)1’2y v(f, g)E WI x W2. 
(b) 3~: and ps, pL(e,,) = 0 for m < 0, pI(e,,) = 0 for n < 0 such that 
P -t 14 G bL1, ~2) and P + P,” G bLIy p2). 
Moreover ph and pz are related to u by corresponding conditions (5.3). 
The following is a version of the Nehari theorem in the torus. 
COROLLARY 12. For every sequence s: 2L2 + @ the following two condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(a) there exist two bounded functions F’, F” E L”(T2), ~~F’~~, < 1, 
llF”ll o. < 1 such that F’(m, n) = s(m, n) for m < 0 and F”(m, n) = s(m, n) for 
n < 0, 
(b) forA={( m,n)E2Z2: m>O, n>O}, 
(2.A ,m,,;.A s(m- m’, n -n’) a(m, n) b(m’, c 
I/2 
d C Iah n)12 1 VW, n’)12 > 
for all pairs (a, 6) of finite sequences, supp a c A, supp b c A”. 
Proof For f, g E V, define B: V x V -+ @ by 
B(f, g)= c 
(m,n)Ed ,m,L s(m- 
m’, n -n’) f(m, n) g(m’, n’), 
If c 
and let B, (f, g) = B2( f, g) = [ fg dx dy, dx dy the Lebesgue measure in U2. 
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Thus (b) translates to B < (B,, B2) in WI x W,, for W,, W, as in Example 
II. By Corollaries 9 and 10, (b) is equivalent to the existence of two 
measures /A’ and cl” in T* such that $ d (dx dy, dx dy), $’ < (dx dy, dx dy), 
and 
B(f, g) = sfg 4’ in W, x WZ, B(f, g) = sfi d$’ in WI x W;, 
or, equivalently, 
$(m, n) = s(m, n) whenever n -C 0, 
,S’(m, n) = s(m, n) whenever m < 0. 
Since \$(E)I < (El, p”(E) < (El, for all E, imply dp’ = I;” dx dy, 
dp”= F’ dx dy with ]lF’l], 6 1, jlF”II, < 1, the conclusion follows. 1 
6. GENERALIZED BOCHNER AND NEHARI THEOREMS FOR THE 
WEYL TRANSFORM 
In this section and in Sections 8 and 9, we use the conventions from 
[ 111. From every (x, y) E R2, let @(x, y) be the unitary operator in L’(R) 
given by 
(@(x3 vM)(4) = exp(2W + nixy) 45 + xl, b’+!?(R) (6.1) 
and let 
Ck Y), lx', y')l=xy'-x'y (6.2) 
be the symplectic form in R2. Then 
@(x, Y) @(x', y')=exp(74(x, Y), (x', y')l)@(x+x', Y+Y') (6.3) 
holds, and @(O, 0) = I; i.e., @: (x, y) H @(x, y) is a unitary representation 
of the symplectic plane ( lR2, [, I), called the Schriidinger representation, 
which is unique, up to unitary equivalence. 
For every f E t’(R2), its Weyl transform is the bounded operator in 
L’(R) defined by 
@(f)=lf(x, Y)@(-x, -y)dxdy. (6.4) 
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The Plancherel theorem for the Weyl transform asserts that 0: ft+ 0(f) 
extends to an isometric map from L’(R’) onto the space 6p2(L2(R)), of the 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators acting in L*(R) such that 
5 f(x, Y) gb, Y) dx 4 = tr WI* Q(f). (6.5) 
For every operator A E Y2(L2(lR)), there exists a function in L*(W’), 
@-‘(A), such that 
@-‘(A)(4 Y) = tr A@@, Y), (x9 Y) E R2. 
Moreover, for f, g E L*( IR’), 
Q(f) G(g) = @(f h g), 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
where f hq g is the twisted convolution defined as 
(f h g)(x, Y) = j f(x, Y) g(x - x’, Y - Y’) exr@C(x, Y), (x’, HI) dx’ dy’. 
(6.7a) 
In Example 111 we set the a.s.s. [V; W,, W2; z,, (TV, t E R] by 
v = T2(L2( R)) = @(L2( W2)), 
a,A = @(t, O)A, z,A = cqo, tjA, VAE V, (6.8) 
and WI= {AeV:A=@(f), suppfcd), W,= {AEKA=@(f), 
suppf cd’}, for A= {(x, ~)EIR~: XBO, ~20). Let us recall that in this 
case 
a,z, = enZs’r,aS, &SElR. (6.8a) 
Moreover, W; = {@f: supp f c {(x, y): y<O}j, W; = (@f: suppfc 
((x, y): x-=0)), W2= {@f: supp f c {(x, y): x<O, yaO)}, and condi- 
tions (2.5) and (2Sa) are satisfied. Thus, Corollaries 3, 4, and 5 apply to 
this situation. 
In Example II, V was identified, through the Fourier isomorphism, with 
the set of finite sequences in Z 2. Now we identify I/= 6p’(L’(R)) with 
L2(R2), through the Weyl isomorphism. While, for Example II, we 
associated, in Section 5, to each p b 0 in U2, a Toeplitz form 
B,(f, g) = 1 fi dp, now we consider instead of positive measures, their 
quantized analogues, i.e., positive nuclear operators S, acting in L2(R) (or 
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states in the algebra of compact operators) and the corresponding forms 
B,, given, for A,, A, E 5?“(L2(R)), by 
B,(A,, A2)= tr SATA, = (A,, A,),. (6.9) 
If A,, A, are Hilbert-Schmidt operators, the form defined by (6.9) has 
sense also for S, any bounded operator. Thus, to every nuclear (respec- 
tively, bounded) operator S acting in L2(R), there corresponds a Toeplitz 
form B,, defined by (6.9). Moreover, if S is bounded, B, is continuous in 
the Z2(L2(R))-topology, while if S is nuclear, B, is continuous in the 
P”(L2(R))-topology of the compact operators. 
In what follows, S < (S,, S,) is an abbreviation for S, k 0, S, 2 0, and 
B, < (Bs,, B,,), where the forms are given by (6.9). 
If S> 0 is nuclear, then @-‘SE L2 n C(R2) and the kernel defined in 
R2xR2 by 
K((x, Y), (x’, $1) = @-‘S(x - x’, .Y - y’) exp(nni[(x, y), (x’, /)I) (6.10) 
is a continuous positive definite kernel. By a theorem of I. Segal [22], the 
converse is also true: every such kernel is given by a nuclear operator S 2 0 
by (6.10). Thus, the positive forms B,, S 3 0 nuclear, can be characterized 
by the fact that the associated form &f, g) = B(O(f), Q(g)) is given by a 
positive definite kernel K, as in Segal’s theorem. On the other hand, a 
positive definite kernel K can be identified with a positive form in E x E, 
where E is the vector space of all functions of finite support defined in IF!‘. 
By combining the Segal characterization with the lifting theorem applied 
to the a.s.s. [E;E,,E,;r,,o,, t~lW], for E,={fcE: suppfcd}, E,= 
{f E E: supp f~ d’ }, the following analogue of Corollary 9 can be proved 
for Example III. 
COROLLARY 13. rf S, S,, and S, are nuclear operators such that 
S < (S, , S,) in W, x W,, then there exist two nuclear operators S’ and S” 
suchthatS’<(S,,S2),SN<(S,,S2),andBs=B,in W,xWz,Br=BB,in 
w, x w;. 
However, here we need analogues of the more general results in 
Corollaries 8 and 9, where the forms B, B1, and B, are not supposedly 
given by either nuclear or more general operators S, S,, and S,. Such 
results cannot be obtained through the Segal characterization and require 
an answer to the following two questions: 
(i) Are all the positive Toeplitz forms B: Vx V+ C, continuous in 
the Y”(L’( R))-topology, given by B = B,, S 3 0, a nuclear operator? 
(ii) Idem when B is continuous in Y2(L2(R)), for S> 0, a bounded 
operator ? 
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Moreover, although this is out of the scope of this paper, one would like 
to represent the forms B: Q(y) x Q(y) + C, continuous in the Schwartz 
space Y topology, by “distribution” operators S. 
We are indebted to N. Wallach (unpublished personal communication) 
for providing us with affirmative answers to these questions, as well as an 
explicit description of the “distribution” operators just mentioned. Observe 
that the theorem of Segal is the analogue of Bochner’s theorem for the 
Weyl (instead of the Fourier) transform. Wallach results correspond to the 
Bochner-Schwartz theorem (i.e., Bochner theorem for distributions) for the 
Weyl transform. 
THEOREM V (N. Wallach). Zf V=2’(L2(R)) and B: Vx V+C is an 
invariant sesquilinear form, continuous in the 2Z2(L2( R))-topology, then, for 
all A,, A2~ V, B(A,, A*)= tr SATA,, for some bounded operator S in 
L2( 64). Moreover, tf B > 0, then S 2 0. 
Sketch of Proof For every pair $, $ E L2(R), the operator 
4 0 +: 13 H (8, $) 4 belongs to V and @(z)(d @ II/) = (@(z)d) @ $. Setting, 
for 4, II/, v, w  E L2(R), B&v, w) = B(v @ 4, w  0 $), B,, is a sesquilinear 
form in v, w  and can be rewritten as B&v, w) = (A(& Il/)v, w  ), where, for 
each 4, $, A(& $) is a bounded operator. Since B,,(@(z)v, @(z)w) = 
Bgti(v, w), then A(d, +) 0(z) = 0(z) A(4, $). By @ being irreducible, the 
Lemma of Schur gives A(4, $) = ~(4, $)I, for ~(4, @) a constant and Z the 
identity operator. Thus, B(v @ 4, w  @ JI) = ~(4, Il/)(v, w). Fixing v with 
(v, v) = 1, we have ~(4, $) = B(v @ 4, v @ $) and this is a sesquilinear 
form in 4, $ that can be rewritten as ~(4, @) = (S*q5, @), for some S, 
bounded operator. If X = u @ 4, Y = w  @ IJ?, 
B(X, Y)=(S*$,Il/)(v, w)=trSY*X 
By linearity and continuity, B(X, Y) = tr SY*X holds for all X, YE V, and 
the thesis follows. 1 
From Theorem V, using the fact that the space Y’ of nuclear operators 
is the dual of SW, the space of compact operators, and that the topology 
of 58’ is stronger than that of yip”, it follows easily 
COROLLARY 14 (N. Wallach). Zf V= 9’(L2(R)) and B: Vx V+ @ is an 
invariant sesquilinear form, continuous in the Z”-topology, then for all 
A,, A, E V, B(A,, A,) = tr SATA,, where S is a nuclear operator in L2(R). 
We are now able to prove the analogue of Corollary 9, that is, the 
Generalized Bochner Theorem for Y2(L2( W)). 
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THEOREM VI. Let V=6p2(L2(W)), [V; W,, W,; zt, ul, PER] be an 
ass. for T, and a, as in (6.8) and let B, B,, B2 be three Toeplitz forms, 
continuous in the Y2-topology. Zf B< (B,, B,) in W, x W,, then there exist 
four bounded operators s’, s”, S, 2 0, S2 >O such that B, = Bs,, B2 = B,, 
B= B,, in W, x W;, B= Bsvr in W, x W;, and the matrices of operators 
and 
are positive, considered as operators in L2( 08) x L2( W). 
Proof By the Lifting Theorem IIa, there exist two Toeplitz forms, B’ 
and B”, B’ < (B,, B,), B” < (B, , B2) such that B’ = B in W, x WT, B” = B 
in W, x W;. By Theorem V, the existence of the four bounded operators 
S’, S”, Si 2 0, S2 > 0, representing the forms in the sense of (6.9) is ensured. 
Since then B’ = B,. , the boundedness condition B’ < (B, , B2) becomes 
ltr S’A:A,12< (tr S,A,*A,)(tr S,A:A,), VA,, A2~ F’. (6.11) 
Taking for e, 4, IC/EL’((W), (e,e)=l, Ai=e@d, A2=e@$, (6.11) 
reduces to 
I(s’*,(6)12~(s,~,~)(s2~,*) (6.12) 
which is equivalent to 
( > 
s, s’ >. 
r* s s,” 
Similarly for s”. 1 
The analogue for U2(L2(W)) of Corollary 10, that ensures the sufficiency 
of the representations to obtain the full lifting under additional hypotheses 
on the forms, follows under the assumptions of Theorem VI in the same 
way as in Section 5, and a new proof is not needed. 
Remark 8. It is known (cf. [18]) that if G is a nilpotent Lie group, 
Y = Y(G) is its Schwartz space, and B”: Y x Y --t @ is a continuous ses- 
quilinear form which is invariant (i.e., B”(h * f, g) = P(f, h* * g)), then 
B’(f, g) = L”( g* * f ), where Lo is continuous in Y. If R is a unitary 
representation of G in L’(R), nY= {nf=jf(t)a(t)dt: fey(G)}, and 
B: nY x nY + C, an invariant continuous form, then defining 
B”(f, g) = B(nf, ng), we shall have @(f, g) = L”(g* * f ), with Lo a con- 
tinuous functional in Y. Let A4 be the kernel of the map a: Y + r&‘. Since 
B”(f, g) = 0 whenever f or g are in M, we see that Lo vanishes on Y * M; 
but Sp * M is dense in M, so Lo vanishes on M. Therefore, there is a con- 
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tinuous linear functional L in ~9 such that B(A,, AZ) = L(A2+AI), for all 
A i, A, E aY. As will be seen in Section 9, if G is the Heisenberg group, the 
Weyl transform @ gives an irreducible unitary representation of G. By this 
connection between the Heisenberg group and the symplectic plane, follows 
tiOPO%TION (Du Cloux). Let I’= L?‘(L2(R)) = @(L2(R2)) and @Y = 
@(9’(iR2)). Zf B: 09’ x (PY + @ is a continuous invariant sesquilinear form, 
then there exists a continuous linear functional L in @Y such that 
B(A,, A,)=L(A:A,), VA,, A,E~‘. 
By developing these ideas of Du Cloux and using properties of the 
Hermite expansions, N. Wallach showed that the form B in the preceding 
Proposition is given by a “distribution” operator S, by B(A1, A,) = 
tr SAfA1, VA1, A2 E I’, thus giving an answer to the question preceding 
Theorem V. 
More precisely, using results from [8], Wallach identified the elements 
of @Y with the matrices A=(a,) such that for all n>O, supsiL 1 laiil (i+j) 
< co, to obtain the representation of the form B through an operator S, 
satisfying S - (So), [sill < C(i + j)k for some fixed C, k 2 0. 
A different application of Theorem V is the following version of the 
Nehari theorem, in the Weyl transform context. Observe that if S is a 
nuclear operator in L’(R) and SE L’(C) is a function, then the assertion 
@-‘s(z) = s(z) in Imz>O (or in Rez>O) (6.13) 
is equivalent to 
tr Wf2)* @(fi) =I s(z)(fi t3 f:)(z) dz 
= s(f1 Q f2*) 
for (@(fi), Qi(f2))E W, x W; (or W, x W;), (6.14) 
where s: g H j s(z) g(z) dz is the linear functional associated to s(z). 
For general bounded operators S, @-‘S is not defined, but (6.14) still 
makes sense for S and s. Thus, if (6.14) holds for S and s, we say that 
@-‘S coincides with the functional s in a halfplane, in the distribution sense. 
COROLLARY 15 (Nehari Theorem for Operators). For a given linear 
functional s in L2(C) the following are equivalent: 
(a) there exist two bounded operators S’ and S” in L’(R), (lS’[I < 1, 
I/S” 11 < 1 such that @- ‘S’ coincides with s in Im z > 0, @- ‘S” coincides with 
s in Re z > 0, both in the distribution sense; 
@I Is(f~ h fz*)l G llfiIIL2 IlfAlL2 whenever suppfl CA, suppf2cA’. 
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Proof. Defining a form B: Vx V-r@ in V=Y2(L2(R)), by 
B(@(f, ), W2)) = 4fi h f: ), we have that B is invariant under Q(z) and 
by the Plancherel theorem for the Weyl transform, (b) can be rewritten as 
B< (B,, B2) in W, x W,, for B1 = B, = B,, Z the identity operator, W, and 
W, as in Theorem VI. Then, this implies that there exist two bounded 
operators, s’ and s”, s’ < (Z, I), s” < (Z, I), or equivalently lls’I( < 1, 
IIS’II < 1, satisfying B,.(@(f,), @(f2)) = tr sl@(f2)* @(fi) = a(.fi h f;“) in 
w,x w; and By(@(flh @(f2)) = tr S”@(f2)* @(fl) = o(fi h f;“) in 
W, x W;. Thus (b) implies (a), by (6.13). 
To prove the converse, simply observe that B, = B, = B, satisfy the 
hypothesis of Corollary 3, and Corollary 10 applies here too. 1 
7. WEIGHTED NORM INEQUALITIES IN THE TORUS 
In this section we apply the Generalized Bochner Theorem of Section 5 
to the study of the continuity of the double Hilbert transform and its 
associated projector. 
For simplicity, here we deal with the transform in T x T. Analogous 
results hold for 8” and R”, it > 2. 
Let [V; W,, W,; z, a] be the a.s.s. of Example II and P its associated 
Hilbert transform projector. In this case P is the analytic projector, defined 
by the multiplier 1 d, A={(rn,n)~Z’: m20, n>O), so that P=P,P2, 
where P, and P, are given by 
Vlf) h (m, n) = 1+ (ml j\h n), (P2f)A (m, n)= l+(n)h, nh (7.1) 
where 1 +(r) = 1 if r > 0 and 0 otherwise. 
Similarly, the double Hilbert transform ZZ, H= H, Hz, can be defined as 
a multiplier by 
Wlf) A h, n) = - i w  m h, n), 
(HJ) h (m, n) = - i sgn n f(m, n). 
(7.la) 
Here we study conditions on pairs of positive measures ZJ and v in T2 
such that 
(7.2) 
where T is either H or P, since it is immediate that both operators satisfy 
(7.2) simultaneously. 
Recall that in Example II, V is the set of trigonometric polynomials in 
two variables (x, y)~lf~, W, = {f c V:f(m, n)=O if m <O or n<O), 
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w,= {fE V:jl( m,n)=O if ma0 and n>O}, (af)(x, y)=eixf(x,y),. 
(zf)(x, y) = ecYf(x, y). Thus, (7.2) for P says 
~Ifl12~~~~~Ifl+f*12~~~ wl,f2)~ WlX w2. (7.2a) 
Here p < Mv is a necessary condition for (7.2). In fact, for any f~ V, 
there are positive numbers m, and IZ~ large enough so that 
fi = exp(i(m,x + n, y)) f(x, y) E WI. Then, taking f2 = 0 in (7.2a), 
Thus, instead of (7.2a), we can consider the equivalent inequality, 
~Ifi-f212C~~~lfi+fi12dv. Yfi,fz)c W, x W2. (7.2b) 
Hf,g)=[fid(Mv+d, k(f,g)=&(f>g)=[fgWW4 (7.3) 
(7.2b) can be rewritten as B 6 (B,, B2) in WI x W,. Corollary 9 asserts the 
existence of two measures, p’ and p”, in T2 such that 
jfiW$ lf12~~~~-~~)1’2(~lg12~(My_lo)1’2, 
112 
Iid2 dWv-p) , 
> 
and 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
(7Sa) 
Calling IVY= {f E I/: supppc (( 
that W;= {f E VI supppc (( 
m, n): n > 0} } = W, + W2 and recalling 
m, n): n < O> }, it is immediate by invariance 
that if (7.5) holds for (f, g)e W, x WI, then it also holds for 
(f, g) E m; x W; and that fi E WT. Similarly (7.5a) holds for 
fgE K = (f e V: suppj\c {(m, n): m>O}}. 
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Therefore, 
Mv+p=p’+p,=p”+p, 
for bi(m,n)=O if m<O and fiJm,n)=O ifn<O. 
(7.6) 
The boundedness conditions (7.4) can now be written in terms of the 
measures as 
IMV(E) + p(E) - PI(E)1 < MV(E) - pm 
W(E) + p(E) - p,(E)1 < MV(E) - p(E) 
(7.7) 
for all Bore1 sets E c T*. 
This is equivalent to saying that, for each E, the complex numbers p,(E) 
and p*(E) are inside a circle with given center on the real axis, which is 
totally contained in the right-hand side halfplane (in the extreme case 
p(E) = 0, the origin is a point on the circle). 
The two conditions (7.7) on the measures are necessary for (7.2b), but, 
as remarked in Section 3, they may not be sufficient. An additional 
hypothesis on p and v, ensuring sufficiency through Corollary 5, is that the 
restriction to W, of either Pi or P2 be continuous in L*(Mv - p), i.e., 
In fact, let (7.8) hold for P,. Then, for 
g,E Wz (see notation in Sections 2 and 3), 
VfE W,, j=l or 2. (7.8) 
all f=g,+g,E W2, glE W;, 
j IP*fl’4~v--p)= j lg,12d(Mv-p) 
which is the hypothesis of Corollary 5 for our B2. 
Condition (7.6) says that the bidimensional measures p, and p2 are 
analytic in one or the other variable. Let us recall that in dimensions larger 
than one the F. and M. Riesz theorem, that ensures the absolute continuity 
of one dimensional analytic measures, does not hold. Thus, the measures p, 
and p2 will not be necessarily given by analytic functions, but their 
absolutely continuous and singular parts will share their analytic character. 
In fact, since by (7.6), p1 is such that @i(m, n) = 0 for all m < 0, then 
(apI) h (m, n) =0 for all m ~0 and a fortiori ap, has vanishing Fourier 
coefficients in the two Helson-Lowdenslager halfplanes Sb = ((m, n): m < 0 
if n<O and m<O if n>(i) and S,“= ((m,n): m<O if n<O and m<O if 
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n > 0}, as well as (ap,) h (0,O) = 0. By results of [14], the Fourier coef- 
ficients of the absolutely continuous and of the singular parts of ap, vanish 
separately in S0 and S& as well as the coefficient at the origin of its 
singular part. Then, the same must be true for the coefficient at the origin 
of the absolutely continuous part of ap,. Writing, for j= 1 or 2, 
dpj = h, dx dy + qj, it is obvious that the absolutely continuous part of ap, 
is ah, and its singular part is 0~~. Thus, 
h,(m, n) = 0 = fl(m, n) for all m < 0; (7.9) 
i.e., h,(x, y) is an analytic function in the variable x and qr is an analytic 
measure in x, in the same sense. Similarly, h, and q2 are analytic in the 
variable y. 
Expressing also the given measures p and v in their absolutely con- 
tinuous and singular parts, 
du=odxdy+p,, dv = A dx dy + v,, (7.10) 
and taking E, 1 El = 0, in (7.7), it becomes, for j = 1 or 2, 
WV,(E) + P,(E) - v, (E)I G Mv,(E) - pL,W. (7.7a) 
Taking E outside the supports of ,u,, v, and vi or q2, a similar inequality 
holds for the absolutely continuous parts, for all such E’s, and as the com- 
plements of such sets are of measure zero, for all Bore1 sets. Differentiating 
the inequality, we obtain, for j = 1 or 2, 
W&c Y)++, Y)-h,(x, Y)I GM% Y)-4x, Y) a.e. in T*. (7.7b) 
Summarizing these facts we have 
THEOREM VII. If p and v are two positive measures in U’ satisfying 
(7.2), there exist two integrable functions h, and h,, analytic in x and in y, 
respectively, and two singular measures nl and n2, rjl(m, n) = 0 for m < 0 and 
q2(m, n) = 0 for n < 0, for which (7.7a) and (7.7b) hold. 
If, furthermore, P, or P2 is continuous in L*(Mv - p), the converse holds, 
in the sense that (7.7a) and (7.7b) imply (7.2) (up to a multiplicative 
constant). 
As was observed after stating condition (7.7), conditions (7.7b) and 
(7.7a) say, respectively, that forj= 1, 2, hj(x, y) (respectively, nj(E)) is in 
the circle with center MA(x, y) + o(x, y) (resp., Mv,(E) + p,(E)) and 
radius ML(x, y) - c)(x, y) (resp., M,(E) - pu,(E)). From this follow some 
necessary conditions for the continuity of operators P or H from L*(v) to 
L*(p), that may be worth stating. 
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COROLLARY 16. If p and v are positive measures satisfying (7.2), then 
there exist two integrable functions, h, and h2, and two singular measures, q, 
and r2, such that h,(m,n)=O=$,(m,n) for m<O, h(m,n)=O= 
i2(m, n) = 0 for n < 0, satisfying, for j = 1, 2, 
larg h,(x, Y)I <71 2’ 20 d Re h, < lh,l d 2Ml a.e. in T’ (7.11) 
and 
1% Vj(E)I <’ 2’ 
‘J&(E) -c Re q,(E) < Iq,(E)l d 2Mv,(E), VEc T2. (7.11a) 
All these facts become more precise in the special case of (7.2) when 
p = v. In that case, it is not difficult to prove, by standard methods, that 
dp = w(x, y) dx dy, for 0 GO E L’(U’). Then Theorem VII and Corollary 
16 imply 
COROLLARY 17 (The Helson-Szego Theorem [ 153 in U2). A positioe 
integrable weight o satisfies 
jT2Kf12~dxdy~MjT2 Ifl’wdxdx VfEV (7.12) 
(where T = P or H) if and only if there exist four bounded functions ul, v, , 
u2, v2, defined in lJ* such that 
w  = exp(u, + H, ul) = exp(u, + H,u,), (7.13) 
Il~lllm G CM, IIUZII m G CM, Ilu111m+4. llu211m+4 
(7.13a) 
for C, and Ed constants depending only on M. 
ProoJ: By Theorem VII and the fact that hypothesis (7.8) is immediately 
verified for the case p = v = o dx dy, a necessary and sufficient condition for 
(7.12) is the particularization of conditions (7.7b), i.e., that there exist two 
functions, hl and h2, such that h,(m, n) =0 for m < 0, h,(m, n) =0 for 
n < 0, satisfying 
I(M+l)o(x,y)-h,(x,~)l~(M-l)o(x,~) 
I(M+1)o(x,~)--h,(x,y)l~(M--1)o(x,y). 
a.e. in U2 (7.14) 
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By Corollary 16, from (7.14) follows that h, and hz verify 
la% hj(X, Y)l <' 
2’ 
2w < Re h, < lhil < 2Mw a.e. in I’, (7.11b) 
wherej= 1, 2. Deftning uj(x, y)=log(o/lh,l) and u,(x, y)=argh,,j= 1, 2, 
(7.13a) follows from (7.11b). 
Since, for j = 1 and 2, h, = H,h,, then log h, = log l/t,\ + i arg hj and thus 
Hu, = log IQ, and (7.13) follows. 
Conversely, if (7.13), (7.13a) hold, take forj= 1, 2, h,=cexp(H,u,-iv,). 
Such hi and h2 satisfy (7.1 lb) and it is elementary to show that this implies 
(7.14), with a change in constants. 1 
Remark 9. An equivalent, but very different, characterization of the 
weights o in Corollary 17 was given by R. Fefferman and E. M. Stein in 
[lo], as a special case of their study of weighted norm inequalities for a 
general class of singular integral operators in product spaces. 
Other formulations of the Helson-Szego theorem in the torus and the 
plane, as well as generalizations to the LP(~), LY(v)-continuity of the 
double Hilbert transform and to the characterization of pairs of measures 
satisfying (7.2) only for functions with a prescribed number of vanishing 
moments, will appear in [7]. 
8. THE HILBERT TRANSFORM PROJECTORS IN THE SYMPLECTIC PLANE 
In the preceding section we considered the continuity, in L*(p) spaces, of 
the Hilbert transform projector associated with scattering systems of Exam- 
ple II, where p was a positive measure in two variables. Here we consider 
the corresponding question for Example III, the quantization of Example 
II. Instead of functions in L*(rW’), we deal with Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
in L*(R), and instead of positive measures in two variables, with states 
(positive nuclear operators) or, more generally, with positive bounded 
operators in L*(R). We use the notation of Section 6 (see also [23]). 
More precisely, let again V= P’2(L2(rW)) = @(L*(W’)), A = {(x, y) E Ft*: 
~20, y>O}, and set 
W,={A~V:A=~(f),suppfcA}, 
W2={&V:,4=@(~),suppfcAC}. 
(8.1) 
Recall that [V; IV,, W,; z,, CJ,, t E R] is then a continuous 2-parameter 
a.s.s., for the operators z,, CT, as in (6.8). 
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Here P is the Hilbert transform projector having range W, and kernel 
W,. Thus, P acts as a multiplier operator for the Weyl transform by 
P(W)) = @( 1 df), Vf E L2( R2). (8.2) 
Remark that this definition differs from the usual ones, in that the multi- 
plier acts on f rather than on G(f). 
The Hilbert transform projector P can also be given an intrinsic dellni- 
tion in this case, without recurring to the Weyl transform. 
LEMMA 3. A Hilbert-Schmidt operator A belongs to W, if and onIy if the 
subspaces L:(R)= {MEL*: supp~cR+} and H’(R)= {FEEL’: 
supp d c iR + } are invariant under A. 
Proof: If A E W,, then A = Q(f), forfE L2(R2) with supp f~ A. Then, 
if 4 E L2(W) and either 4 or 0 is supported in Iw + , the same is true for Ad 
or (Ad) I\, since 
(8.3) 
and 
(Ad) h (5) = !:a emznit” (1: Jt f(x, y)e2ni”Ye”‘Xyb(q +x) dx dy) dq 
= .flx, YW ~rxYe2ni~x$( 5 - y) dx dy. 
Conversely, if A4 and (A4) h are supported in Iw + whenever 4 and 6 are 
similarly supported, A = G(f) for supp f~ A. 1 
In the first part of this section we aim at characterizing the operators 
S 3 0, for which P is continuous with respect to the norm 
IIAlls= (tr SA*A)‘/2, A E U2(L2( OX)), (8.4) 
that is, those S 2 0 for which the inequality 
is satisfied. 
tr S(PA)* PA < M tr SA*A, VAEV (8.5) 
The norm (8.4) is well defined in P2(L2(R)) both for SaO, nuclear, or 
for S 2 0, bounded, and we consider the problem in both cases. By delini- 
tion of P, (8.5) can be rewritten as 
tr S@(l,f)* @( ldf) GM tr S@(f)* Q(f), Vfe L2(R2). (8.5a) 
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Setting Bs(A1, A,)= tr SA:Al, (85a) is equivalent to 
B, < (1 - ~)tBs, B,) in W,x W,. (8.5b) 
By the results of Sections 4 and 6, (8.5b) holds if and only if there exist 
two operators, Sh and S:: (nuclear or bounded simultaneously with S) 
such that the forms Bb = Bsb and Bz = B,; are W, x Wz-analytic and 
W, x W;-analytic, respectively, while satisfying 
Bs - Bh G Cl- ~)tBs, B,), B, - B; < (1 - E)( B,, B,). 03.6) 
By Theorem III of Section 4, (8.6) is equivalent to conditions (4.3), (4.3a) 
being satisfied for both Bband Bz. Moreover, conditions (4.4) and (4.5) for 
Bb and Bg are necessary for (8.6) and imply, as in Theorem VI, that for 
every Q E L’(R), 
~(Sg,(>cRe(Sbl,~)$I(Sb),))l~(2-&)(S~,o 
and 
More can be said about the “analyticity” of operators So and Sz, if S 
itself is nuclear. 
By definition, an operator T is W, x W;-analytic if tr T@(z)* G(f) = 0 
whenever suppfc A, supp gc ((x, y): y < O}. It is easy to see that T is 
W, x Wqanalytic iff the same trace vanishes for f and g with 
suppfc {(x, y): y>/O} and supp gc ((x, y): y<O}. In this case we say 
that T is y-analytic. 
If T is a nuclear operator and F(x, y) = C’T is its inverse Weyl trans- 
form, then F(x, y) = tr T@( -x, - y) is a continuous bounded function 
in L2(rW2). If, furthermore, T is y-analytic, then supp Fc {(x, y): y >O>. 
In fact, this follows from 0 = tr T@(g)* @(I) = (F b g, f) whenever 
supp f c ( y > 0 > and supp g c { y < 0 ), by letting g tend to the Dirac delta 
at (x, y), y < 0, and f tend to the Dirac delta at (x’, y’), y’ > 0. On the 
other hand, since @ is a unitary operator from L2( lR2) to Y2(L2(R)), if T 
is nuclear, F = @I ‘T is defined, and, T being bounded, 
Fb, Y)~(x, Y) dx & G c IIWII, vj-EL2(R2). (8.8) 
Conversely, if F is a continuous bounded function in L’(R’) satisfying 
(8.8), then G(F) = T is a nuclear operator. This is so because defining a 
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linear functional L in Z*(L’(W)) by L(@(f)) = 1 Ff dx dy, L is continuous 
in the 2’poo-norm by (8.8), and therefore given by a nuclear operator, whose 
Weyl transform coincides with F. 
Thus, we can characterize the y-analytic nuclear operators T as the Weyl 
transforms of continuous bounded functions FE L*( W*), satisfying (8.8) 
and supported in the upper halfplane. 
Similarly, the W, x W;-analytic operators coincide with the x-analytic 
ones and the x-analytic nuclear operators are the Weyl transforms of con- 
tinuous bounded functions in L*(R*), satisfying (8.8) and supported in the 
right halfplane. 
Summarizing these observations, we have 
COROLLARY 18. In the setting of Example IIZ, a positive nuclear 
operator S in L’(R) satisfies (8.5) tf and only tf there are two nuclear 
operators, Sh and S%, for which the boundedness conriitions (8.6) hold, that 
are the Weyl transforms of two continuous bounded functions in L*(R*), 
satisfying (8.8), and supported in the upper halfplane and the right halfplane, 
respectively. 
When T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, its analyticity conditions can be 
put in terms of its kernel. Each Hilbert-Schmidt operator T= Q(F) has a 
kernel KE L2(R2) such that 
(Q)(5) = j N5, v) d(v) 4, V# E L*(w). (8.9) 
The kernel K is related to the inverse Weyl transform of T, F= @-IT by 
K(x, y)=Z&(x, y)=(f;‘F)(y-x,?), (8.10) 
where 4 is the Fourier transform in the second variable. Setting 
&x, Y)=K(Y-x, Y), &, Y)=V;‘F)(X, y-4). 
If, furthermore, T is y-analytic and nuclear, we have seen that F is sup- 
ported in {y20), so that 9; ‘F extends analytically to { y + in, r] > 0}, 
and 
f sup 1 [x(x, y + ity)l* dy dx = jj l@x, y)l* dx dy < ~0. (8.11) 
rl>o 
Thus the y-analytic nuclear operators T can also be characterized as those 
whose kernels K have associated K that extend analytically and satisfy 
(8.11). A similar characterization holds for the x-analytic nuclear operators 
through their kernels. 
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COROLLARY 19. Let K’ and K” be the kernels of the nuclear operators 
Sh and SI in Corollary 18. If K’(x, y) = K’( y - x, y) and R”(x, y) = 
K”( y -x, y), then z’, and RI’ extend analytically to (x, y + iv), v] > 0, and to 
(x + it, y), t > 0, respectively, and satisfy 
s I sup Ip(x, y+ir])(*dydx<m v>o 
and 
(8.12) 
9. THE HILBER? TRANSFORM PROJECTOR IN THE HEISENBERG GROUP 
The Weyl transform is closely related to the unitary representations of 
the Heisenberg group (cf. [ll], [13] and [16]) and thus the results of 
Section 8 extend to this setting. 
As discussed in Section 5, the operator @(x, y) gives an irreducible 
unitary representation of the symplectic plane (R*, [, I), in the sense that 
@(x, Y) W’, Y’) = exp(niCb, Y), (x’, y’)l) @i(x + x’, Y + ~‘1. 
Thus, the elements of the group generated by @(x, y) are operators of 
the form e2arr@(x, y), t E R, with the composition law 
(4 y, tw, Y’, t’) = (x + x’, Y + Y’, t + t’ - ; C(x, Y), (x’, Y’)l). (9.1) 
This means that rcr : (x, y, t) H e2nir@(x, y) is a unitary representation 
of the Heisenberg group W = R* x IR, with product given by (9.1). This 
rcr is one of the irreducible unitary representations of W, which divide 
into two classes: a family of infinite-dimensional representations, 
{ nF1 : L E R* = R\ (0) }, and the family of one-dimensional trivial representa- 
tions (xa}, which are the characters of R*, i.e., 
X,&G Y, t) = ew(245x + VY)), vt, ? E R (9.2) 
The representations Z~ can be given as 
7cJ, = 7c16,, AER*, (9.3) 
where the d1 are the automorphisms of W defined by 
~,(x, y, t) = (k y, nt). (9.3a) 
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Thus, the dual of W is 
~={n,:IEIW*}u{Xerl:~,YIEIW}. (9.3b) 
IffE L2(W), f: R2 x Iw + @, then, for each rc E 60, the Fourier transform’of 
fat K is defined by 
3m=J f( x, y, t) z( -x, - y, - t) dx dy dt. 
w 
(9.4) 
In particular, if A. E R*, 
3(A) =3(x,) = fff f(x, y, t)e-2niA*@( -lx, -y) dx dy dt 
= II 4f(x, Y, A) @(-Ax, -Y) dx dy 
(9.4a) 
where 4 is the Fourier transform in the third variable t and 
4f’Yx Y J)=%f(x/J Y 1). 
More&e;, f(A) is a ‘Hilbert-Schmidt operator, acting on functions 
CELL, by 
(3(~)4)(5)= 14-‘JJJf(x, Y, t)ew(--2nXy 
+ ni;lxy - 2niAt) $( 5 - Ax) dx dy dr 
=14-2[j[f((5-v)/A y, t)ev(-ni(t+rl)y 
- 27cirZt) b(q) dq dy dr. (9.4b) 
Thusf(A) is an integral operator with kernel 
fG.A(r~ fl) = I4 -2 4,3f((C - rl)/k (4; + 1)/2, A), (9.5) 
where & denotes the Fourier transform in the second and third variables. 
The Plancherel theorem and the Fourier inversion formula hold in 
L’(W), as 
I w Ifl’dxdydt= IQ tCfH* f(4) 444 = irn Il~Wll~2 I4 d2 (9.6) -cc 
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and 
f(4 Y, t) = S, trtP(n) 4x, Y, 0) 44~) 
where p is the Plancherel measure, defined on A as111 dL on {ni} and 0 on 
hl>~ 
In what follows, we write jl= (f(n): 3, E W*). 
Let now Y= {A = (A,}: AA=f(l)e Yz(L2(R)) for each 1~ lR*, 
f E L’(W)) = FL2(W) = (3 f E L2(W)}. Take fr(x, y) = f(x, y, t) for 
(x, y, t) E R2 x F!, A = {(x, y) E R2: x 2 0, y 2 0}, 
W, = {PC v: supp f,c A, ‘it}, 
W, = {& I’: supp f,c A’, Vt}. 
(9.7) 
Then [V; W,, W,; r,, IJ,, t E IX] is a continuous 2-parameter a.s.s. for the 
operators defined by 
43) = Jh(f, 0,0,3, T,(3) = KI(O, 4 0,3, fE Ft. (9.8) 
The Hilbert transform projector P associated to this a.s.s. is given by the 
multiplier 
P:f- (1,(x, Y)fk YP t))^. (9.9) 
Observe that the positive measures in R =dual of R, are the inverse 
Fourier transforms of the continuous positive definite functions in R. The 
Segal theorem quoted in Section 6 says that the states S in L2(R), 
SE ~i”‘(L2(R)), are the inverse Weyl transforms of continuous functions in 
lR2, which are positive definite in the twisted sense. It is known that the 
Fourier transforms of the positive definite functions in I-l are given by a 
family of nuclear operators, {S, : n e 60 }. Accordingly, in passing from the 
symplectic plane ( R2, [, 1) to the Heisenberg group, we shall use as sub- 
stitute for the states, families of states, (S, E ~‘(L2(W)): SA > 0, I\SJ < 111, 
AE W*}, or, more generally, families of bounded operators satisfying the 
same conditions. 
Every such family, S = (S,}, gives rise to a weighted norm in V, defined 
by 
O” II4~= II{4111f,A~= s tr&X%d~ (9.10) --oo 
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which makes sense, since for every A E V, A =f, f~ L2(W), and 
= f w ljydxdydt<oO. 
We want to characterize the weights 
for which 
s= {S,: S,bO, IISAII d VI, ‘dAER*) (9.10a) 
IIPAIISGM IIAlls, VA E 9L2( HI ). (9.11) 
Observe that the class of such weights is not empty, since it contains the 
weight I= (I, = identity operator in L’(R), VA E R*}. 
As we know from Section 1, setting 
tr SA d(A)* f(A) d& (9.12) 
the inequality (9.11) is equivalent to B < (1 - e)(B, B) in W, x W,, i.e., 
P(3, t?)I G (1 -&I B(3, 3)1’2 B(& d)“‘, vc3,g) E Wl x w2. (9.11a) 
Let us take the particular functions f and g, given by 
f(x, y, r) = e(t) F(x, Y), supp F c A, 
g(x, Y, t) = e(f) G(x, Y), supp Gc A’ 
for 0 to be chosen later. Then. 
(9.13) 
3(,I)=&4-‘j-j F(x/~, y)@(-x, -y)dxdy=@);l-‘@(F,) 
with F,(x, y) = F(x/& y), so that supp F,c A for 1 >O and 
supp F2 c A’ = {(x, y): x < 0, Y 2 01 for 1 < 0. Similarly, 
g(n) = g(n) I-‘@(GA), G,(x, y) = G(x/l, y), supp Gi c A’ for 1> 0 and 
suppG,c(A’)‘for 1~0. 
For the functionsfand g defined by (9.13), (9.12) becomes 
B(37 8) = .c_,_ tr S, l&J)l’ @(GA)* @(F,) l1j-2 d;l 
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and (9.11a) is correspondingly translated. Given 1, #O and I(&,), the 
interval centered at lo, choose now 0 such that &A)= ll(lzO)l-“* l,,,,,(A). 
Letting I(&,) + A,, and writing B,,(@(F,,), @(G,)) = tr S,@(G,)* @(F,), 
(9.11a) implies 
< (1 -E) &,(W,,), @(&N”* &,WG,,), W,,N”* (9.14) 
for all the corresponding F&, G].,. 
For each A# 0, fixed, (9.14) says that 
B,G(l-E)(BI,Bn) in Wfx Wi, 
where, for 1 >O, W: = {Q(F): FE L*(R*), supp Fc A} and Wi = {a(F): 
FEL*(IR*), supp FcA’} and, for 1~0, Wf= (Q(F): FEL*(R*), 
supp Fc A’} and W:= {Q(F): FEL*(R*), supp Fc (A’)‘}, for A= 
{(x, Y)E R*: x20, y>O}, A’= {(x, y)~ R*: x<O, ~20). Therefore, by 
the results of Section 8, for each fixed A# 0, there exists a pair of bounded 
operators, SL and Si, such that 
s; < (1 -ENS,%, S,), s; < (1 - E)(SA, S,) (9.15) 
and 
(Sh)A = SA - S> is Wf x ( Wi)“-analytic, 
(Si), = Sn - S; is Wf x ( W$-analytic. 
(9.15a) 
Thus we have proved one-half of the following 
THEOREM VIII. A weight S= {S,} us in (9.10a) satisfies (9.11), i.e., the 
Hilbert transform projector P is continuous in the norm defined in V by 
(9.10), if and only if there exist two families of bounded operators, s’ = {S;} 
and S” = {Xi}, IIS;ll d c 1121, IISill d c 111, satisfying (9.15) and (9.15a) for all 
AER*. 
Proof It remains to be proved that if such S’ = {S,} and S” = {Si} 
satisfying (9.15) and (9.15a) exist, then S= (S,} satisfies (9.11). 
For each pair (T,g) E V x V, define 
tr S:, g(A)* 3(A) d2 
and 
B”(3, 3 = j”, tr S;g(A)* f(A) dL (9.16) 
409115012-13 
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Then, by Corollary 4, to prove (9.11) it is enough to check that 
B’ < (I- &Us, B,), B”< (1 -c)(Bs, B,) (9.17) 
and 
B’=B,in W,x Wq, B” = B, in W, x W;. (9.17a) 
By (9.4a) and (9.15), for all f, g E F’, 
B’(f, S) = j;, 
d,l 
tr’S:,[@(F3 g’“‘)]* @(*f’“‘) 1;112 
Q(l-c)J’m (tr Sn[@(F f”‘)]* @(F f”‘))1’2 3 3 -m 
which is, by the Schwarz inequality, and again (9.4a) 
<(l-E) j” 
( 
112 oc 
> (1‘ > 
112 
tr S,f(A)* f(I) dJ. tr SI g(A)* g(1) dA 
--r -cc 
= (1 - E) B,(f, f)1’2 B,( $, 2)“‘. 
A similar inequality holds for B”, proving (9.17). 
Likewise, if ?E W, and 2~ W;, using (9.15a) and the fact that then 
4f’“’ E Wf and 4 g(‘l) E ( Wi)O, for all A# 0, by (9.4a), 
BY?, S) =j_s dl tr S;[@(4 g’“‘)]* @(4f’“‘) m 
= 
5 
O” 
-cc 
tr S,[@(q g’“‘)]* @(F3,f’“‘)$ 
= B,(f, 2). 
Similarly, B” = B, in W, x W; and (9.17a) is proved. 4 
The same proof gives the following special case of the Generalized 
Bochner Theorem for the Heisenberg group. 
THEOREM IX. Zf [V; W,, W,; zl, or, tER] is the continuous 
2-parameter a.s.s. defined by (9.7) and (9.8), if the three Toeplitz forms B, 
B,, and B, satisfy one of the three special conditions of Section 3 and are 
given by weights S= (S,}, S, = {S,,}, S,= {S,,} as in (9.10a), then 
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B < (B,, B2) in WI x W, if and only if there exist S’ = {S;} and S” = (Sl;}, 
satisfying IIS:,II <c 111, [ISill <c 111, VAE lQ*, conditions (9.15a), and 
s:, G (S1n7 &,A s; < (S,A, San), Vl E [w*. (9.18) 
Here also S” and S; can be written as in (9.15a) and the corresponding 
(SJi and (SA), can be described as in Section 8, by Corollaries 18 and 19 
in the case when S= (S, nuclear operators}. 
Let us finally remark that the proofs of the Generalized Bochner 
Theorem in the cases of the torus and the symplectic plane were based on 
corresponding Bochner representations. Instead, the proof of Theorem IX 
is not based on a Bochner theorem for the Heisenberg group, but on a 
reduction to the Generalized Bochner Theorem in the symplectic case. This 
reduction was possible due to the special definition of the outgoing and 
incoming spaces W, and W,, given through the set {(x, y, t): x 2 0, y > 0}, 
but does not apply to other natural choices of W, and W,, as those given 
through the set {(x, y, t): x2 0, y >O, t 2 O}. Thus, it may be interesting 
to have another proof of Theorem IX, based on known representations of 
the positive definite functions in the Heisenberg group (analogous to the 
Segal theorem mentioned in Section 6, cf. [12]), through an argument 
similar to that yielding Corollary 13. This as well as applications to the 
Hilbert transform projector associated with the multiplier for the domain 
{(x, y, t): x B 0, y > 0, t 2 0} will be considered elsewhere. 
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